Department of Biostatistics
Teaching Assistant Training Day

Part I: September 10, 2005

9:15  Breakfast, Welcome and Introductions – Marie
       Web Resource List

9:30  TA Roles – Sorina

9:45  Running a TA office hour or Stata office hour – Brian

10:15 Culture and Language – Fan (Katie and David)

10:30 Coffee/Tea Talk

10:45 Assumptions about Teaching and Learning Exercise – All
       (Facilitators: All)

11:45 Discussion of Assumptions about Teaching and Learning Exercise (Good, Bad
       and Ambiguous Characteristics of Teaching) - All

12:15 LUNCH

12:45 A Top 10 List of Teaching Hints – Marie

1:00  Correcting a Poor Example – Kenny
       Discussion on Poor Example
       Bad Lecture Example
       Critique of Bad Example
       Good Lecture Example

1:45 Time Management, Staying Sane and Why We’re Doing This! – Kenny and
       Marie

2:00 Wrap-Up